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1. INTRODUCTION

Ultracold neutrons with velocity v < v0 = vlim can, as is
well known, undergo virtually total reflection from the sur-
face of many substances,1'3 whose nuclei have a positive co-
herent scattering length b. The quantity v0 is equal to

h(Nb 1/2
(1.1)

Here h is Planck's constant, m is the neutron mass, and N is
the number of nuclei per unit volume.

For solids the velocity v0 is of the order of several me-
ters per second (for copper v0 =5.7 m/s), and it corre-
sponds to energy E~ 10 ~ ~ 7 eV.

Neutrons with velocities u<y0 form a group whose
properties are qualitatively different from those of other
groups. It is entirely natural to introduce for such neutrons a
special name. In the literature, neutrons whose energies are
less than 10 4 eV are often called ultracold. It is reasonable
to divide this energy range into two subranges:

—very cold neutrons, whose energies are E < 10 ~ 4 eV,
and

—ultracold neutrons, whose energies are E < 10 ~ 7 eV.
I was happy to learn that Dr. Steyerl is already using in

his lecture the terminology that I am advocating."
In my lecture I shall examine the optical properties of

ultracold and, in part, very cold neutrons. It is well known
that even thermal neutrons incident at a glancing angle on
the surface of many substances (for which b>0) undergo
total internal reflection. For neutrons both the angle of total
internal reflection and its dependence on the wavelength A
are virtually identical to these same quantities for x-rays.
Here there is manifested a deep analogy to the optics of x-
rays, which was first analyzed by Fermi.

For long wavelengths, corresponding to cold and very
cold neutrons, the range of angles at which total reflection
occurs increases smoothly with A., and for v = v0 even neu-
trons at normal incidence are almost totally reflected. This
dependence of the angle of total reflection on A for the same
wavelengths (A~ 10-103 A) does not have a simple analogy
to optics. This difference is determined, as will be seen from
what follows, by the dispersion relation of neutron waves,
which is not applicable for light at optical frequencies. As
regards the reflection of ultracold neutrons, it is analogous
in many ways to the reflection of visible light from a metallic
mirror.4

The optical properties of very cold neutrons can be
studied by two methods: One can base the analysis on the
average potential in which the neutrons in the medium move
or one can proceed directly to find the index of refraction of
the neutron waves, analogously to the manner in which this
is done in optics. Neither method gives an exact solution of
the problem, and both methods can be regarded as being
independent to a certain extent. Both methods will be em-
ployed in this lecture.

In his review3 F. L. Shapiro employs the first method,
i.e., he employs the average potential which is directly relat-
ed with Fermi's quasipotential6 and is equal to

U =
tf

-Nb. (1.2)

If this potential is positive, then the energy of a neutron de-
creases by an amount U when it enters the medium:

muj mu2

-U, (1.3)

or

u? = u2 - ug,

where v% is given by Eq. (1.1). Thus neutrons with velocity
v < v0 cannot penetrate into the medium at any angle of inci-
dence, since the square of their velocity becomes less than
zero. In reality, Eq. (1.3) contains a more stringent require-
ment. Indeed, the force acting on a neutron at the boundary
of the medium is directed along the normal to the surface of
the medium (the z axis). For this reason, of the three compo-
nents of the velocity (v2 = v2

x + v2
y + v2

2) only u2 will vary.
Thus

«? = «£ + «£ +0£-$. (1-4)

Therefore, in order for the neutron wave to penetrate
into the medium it is necessary that v2 > VQ , and the equality
v2 = v0 determines the angl^of total internal reflection for
neutrons for any value of v. Thus far the phenomenon of
total reflection has been discussed in terms of a corpuscular
formulation, which shows that for this phenomenon only the
z component vz of the neutron velocity is significant. The
cosine of the angle of incidence is obviously equal to
cos# = vz/v. Setting vz = v0 we find that total reflection oc-
curs if cos#< v0 /vz, and therefore for v < v0 reflection should
occur for any angle 6. The arguments presented here are
probably the simplest path to finding the angle of total re-
flection. It is very significant that the quantity u0 is the same
for both thermal and ultracold neutrons, even though their
energies E differ by a factor of 105.

Thus for low-energy neutrons the coherent scattering
length b is, to a high degree of accuracy, independent of the
energy.

In order to find the reflection coefficient and also the
neutron flux and neutron density in the medium the corpus-
cular formulation of the problem must be replaced by the
wave formulation. This is especially necessary because the
potential f/is in reality a complex quantity:

U= U' -iU"

since the quantity b is complex,

' - ib"), (1.5)
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> = b' -ib". (1.6)

The imaginary part b " is usually very small compared
with the real part b'. Indeed, in many cases b' is close to
10^12 cm (for example, for copper b' = 0.79-10" 12 cm).
As regards b ", with the help of the optical theorem it can be
related with the effective cross section

000=* x*"' (L7)

where k is the wave number. Setting cr~ 10 b for thermal
neutrons (<r~ 10~23cm2), we obtain 6"~0.3-10"15 cm,
which is less than one-thousandth of b '. For this reason, in
most phenomena associated with scattering of slow neutrons
and in order to determine v0 it can be assumed that b is a real
quantity. For ultracold neutrons, however, b " cannot be set
equal to zero when calculating the reflection coefficient, be-
cause in this case the reflection coefficient is equal to unity,
since it is b " that contains the neutron capture cross section.
This is extremely important for the physics of ultracold neu-
trons, and for this reason in what follows we shall not neglect
b ". We must also be mindful to the fact that in the medium b '
and especially b " are somewhat different from b Q and b £ for
an isolated nucleus. For this reason, a in Eq. (7) is not equal
to the total cross section a, for the interaction of neutrons
with a nucleus, as one would expect on the basis of the opti-
cal theorem. The question of how b " is related with b £ will
be discussed below (see Sec. 3), where it will be shown that
for very cold neutrons a in Eq. (1.7) should be equal to the
cross section for moderation of the neutron flux in matter
(see Sec. 4). Here, however, for the time being we make only
one, but very important, assumption, namely, we assume
that not only b' but also b " is independent of the neutron
velocity and therefore a in Eq. (1.7) satisfies the \/v law, so
that a(v)v = const.

Since the potential U in Eq. (1.5) is complex, instead of
Eq. (1.4) we must write

v? = v1 - i$ + ii2,

u?. = u? - vk + iu?,

where

h2 NV
m2 n

•• —Na(v)v.
m

(1.8)

(1.9)

(1.10)

The possibility of v\ being negative for v < v0 and the
complexness of v2 can be understood physically by switching
from velocities to wave numbers

m" mV
h2 '

(1.11)

rn'i

~tf h2

Thus Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) assume the form

k2 = k2 - k2 + i*? = k2 - 4nNb, (1.12)

*u = kl ~ *o + **? = kl ~ 4}cNb- d-13)

It is obvious that the quantities k} and k 2
Z described here

satisfy Schroedinger's equation for a wave with fixed k and

kz, refracted from vacuum into a medium in which the po-
tential U (1.5) is complex. The fact that, in accordance with
Eq. (1.4), of the three components of the vector k only the
component oriented along the normal changes when the
wave is refracted is a general property of wave processes.
However there is the significant feature that for b = const
the change in kz is a function only of kz and does not depend
on k. From the quantities k} and k2 we immediately find the
squared index of refraction of the waves n2 = e, i.e., a quanti-
ty analogous to the permittivity e for light. By definition,

(1.14)

or, using Eqs. (1.10) and (1.11),

rt2=l_A2^, b = b'-ib",

or, written in a different form,

, v0 v,

"2 = 1-^ + 7'
^.4^1. ^=4^=A^(y)u.

IJ _ 2 .7T * 1 ...2 "FT. m ^ '

(1-15)

m m"

Since only kz is important for the reflection and refrac-
tion of waves, instead of a wave which has a vector k and is
incident at an angle 6 we can study a wave which propagates
along the normal and has the wave vector kz = kcosd. Then,
comparing Eqs. (1.12) and (1.13) we can see that analo-
gously to Eq. (1.14) to such a wave we must associate the
squared index of refraction n2, which is obtained from Eq.
(1.15) by substituting vz for v:

«2-|r =1-| + '$ (L16)

so that, analogously to the relation A:, = kn, we have

*!.-*«««• (1.17)

Here, as previously, it is assumed that b' is a positive quanti-
ty. If the imaginary part of n2 is neglected, then as v decreases
the quantity n2 decreases and becomes negative for v < u0,
i.e., n becomes an imaginary quantity. This is what deter-
mines the characteristic features of the optics of ultracold
neutrons. For nuclei for which the scattering length is nega-
tive a plus sign must be inserted in front of i;2, or v\ must be
assumed to be negative. The quantity n2 then increases as v2

decreases.

2. THE OPTICAL ANALOGY AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE DISPERSION OF NEUTRON WAVES

As we have already mentioned above, the second ap-
proach to the optics of ultracold neutrons consists of deter-
mining the quantity n2 directly from the constants governing
the interaction of neutrons with the nuclei in the medium
without finding the potential U. Then, the amplitude and
phase of the reflected and refracted waves are found from the
boundary conditions which are imposed on the waves and
which lead to relations that are analogous to the Fresnel
coefficients.4

The index of refraction for neutron waves is of the same
nature as for light waves. On scattering the incident wave
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gives rise to secondary waves and the coherent superposition
of the secondary waves gives rise to the refracted and reflect-
ed waves. The difference from the case of light lies in the fact
that it is not atoms, but rather nuclei that are primarily re-
sponsible for the scattering. Taking this into consideration,
the index of refraction for neutron waves can be written by
analogy to light.

Indeed, as is well known from optics, the index of re-
fraction for light, which is close to unity, is determined by
the formula

n2 = 1 + 4nNa, (2.1)

where a is the polarizability of the atoms of the medium.
Multiplying Eq. (2.1) by k2 = «2/c2, where a> is the fre-
quency of the light, and substituting k \ = k 2n2, we obtain

(2.2)

As is well known, an electric field E 'e'10' induces in an
atom a dipole moment with amplitude p = aE', which gen-
erates in the direction of the primary wave an oscillating
electric field

r-kuf (2.3)

Thus the amplitude of the field of the wave scattered in
the forward direction is equal to A = (&>2/c2)a. It is obvious
that in the case of neutrons it must be replaced in Eq. (2.2)
by — b. Then we obtain for k 2 a formula that is identical
withEq. (1.12)

k* = k2-4xNb, (2.4)

or for n2, in agreement with Eq. (1.14),

rt2=l_A2^, b = b'-ib". (2.5)

In 1944 E. Fermi, who was probably the first to use the
concept of index of refraction to describe total internal re-
flection of neutrons, employed a formula identical to Eq.
(2.5). In so doing, he restricts himself by the remark: "From
theoretical considerations it follows... ."7'2) These consider-
ations are, in principle, probably analogous to those given
here, since in lectures on neutron physics in 1945 (Ref. 8) he
talks about analogies between the index of refraction for neu-
trons and x rays.

The formula (2.3) for the scattering of scalar waves
(for example, sound waves) was derived by Foldy9 in 1945.
An extension of this formula and a discussion of it, including
its application to neutrons, is contained in papers by Lax,
publishedin 1951-1952.10 A number of questions associated
with these problems were discussed in other, later publica-
tions,11'14 and will probably be discussed further.3'

Here I want to call attention to a characteristic feature
of the dispersion of neutron waves. For them
k\ -k2 = -IvNb (see Eqs. (2.4) and (1.12)) and the
same relation also holds for k 2

Z — k2 = — brrNb (see Eq.
(1.13)). Let us see what this corresponds to in the wave
language. For any waves, provided that the angle of inci-
dence 0 is related with the angle of refraction 0\ by the
expression sin2#, = n ~~ 2sin2#, the relation

•n2). (2.6)

is satisfied.18 If the difference on the left-hand side is re-
quired to be independent of k2, which should be the case for
b = const, then we immediately find that (1 — n2) is propor-
tional to A.2, as is the case in Eq. (2.5).

We thus arrive at the conclusion that if the dispersion
relation (2.5) is correct, then for the analysis of the reflec-
tion and refraction of neutron waves only the component yz

of the neutron velocity, for which the index of refraction nz

(1.16) can be introduced, is important. The facts that the
value of the angle of total internal reflection for thermal neu-
trons and the value of v0 for ultracold neutrons, as we have
already mentioned above, agree with the theory show that
this assertion and the dispersion relation are correct to with-
in at least several percent for values of A 2 covering a range of
five orders of magnitude (from thermal to ultracold neu-
trons).

For wavelengths corresponding to x-ray and vacuum-
UV radiation there exists a direct analogy with light, since
the same dispersion relation holds:

•>—3 (2.7)

(here co2 =4irNe2/m is the so-called plasma frequency).
Herein lies one of the analogies between the optics of thermal
neutrons and the optics of x-rays. In this case, however, two
conditions that are necessary for electromagnetic waves are
satisfied immediately—n2 is close to unity and, moreover, a>
is higher than the characteristic atomic frequencies. For
wavelengths equal to the wavelengths of ultracold neutrons,
i.e., for light in the optical range, the formula (2.7) is obvi-
ously incorrect.

In conclusion we call attention to the fact that only the
v2 component of the velocity is important in other optical
phenomena associated with neutrons, just as for reflection
and refraction of waves. It is obvious that the Bragg-Wolf
condition for reflection of neutron waves by crystals, if it is
expressed in terms of v2, has the form4'5

mvz1d = nh. (2.8)

This is a quantum-mechanical expression, which is
completely familiar from the viewpoint of the Bohr condi-
tion of quantization fpdq = nh. It is convenient for studying
the method of neutron diffraction based on the time of flight.

3. THE EFFECTIVE FIELD OF NEUTRON WAVES

In deriving the formula (2.5) for the squared index of
refraction of neutron waves we started from the analogy
with light, for which the relation (2.1) is applicable. How-
ever Eq. (2.1) is valid only for values of n close to unity. For
n appreciably different from unity Eq. (2.1) must be re-
placed by the Lorentz-Lorenz formula4'

1 +•
- (4w/3)Afer'

(3.1)

which is identical with Eq. (2.1) only for Na < 1. If we em-
ploy the formula (3.1) as the starting point for finding n2 for
neutrons, then we obtain a different dispersion relation and a
different value of v0. In this case, v\z will no longer be the
component that is independent of v in the case of interactions
with the medium.

It is therefore necessary to understand the reason why
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the analogy with light breaks down. In electrodynamics the
formula (3.1) is obtained, as is well known, in an elementary
way,5' if one takes into consideration the fact that in the
medium the electric field E' acting on an atom is not equal to
the external field E, i.e.,

E' = E + ̂ n P = NaE',

whence

- (4ji/3)Afa'

(3.2)

(3.3)

and this must obviously be taken into account. For this rea-
son, the formula (2.2), which, as Lax showed,10 in its gen-
eral form is applicable to both light and neutrons, has the
form

4nNCf(0). (3.4)

Here/(0) is the amplitude of the wave scattered elastically
in the forward direction, and

~ effective field
coherent field

Thus in the case of light the expression (3.4) diifers
from Eq. (2.2) by the presence of the coefficient C. Setting
C = E 7E, we obtain immediately from Eq. (3.3) the Lor-
entz-Lorenz formula (3.1). In order to obtain Eq. (2.4) for
neutrons it is evidently necessary, in contrast to light, to set
C= 1. The problem of the difference between Eqs. (2.5) and
(3.1) is associated with the distinction between the effective
field in both of these cases.

This is easy to understand qualitatively. Indeed, aside
from the field in the wave zone (2.3), proportional to
k2 = a>2/c2 and decaying with distance as l/r, an electric
dipole generates in the near zone an electric field that does
not depend on &>. This field is proportional to the dipole
moment and decreases with distance as l/r3. Thus the polar-
ization of dipoles which are located next to the given dipole
generates an additional electric field; this corresponds to Eq.
(3.2). It does not depend on the frequency of the oscilla-
tions. The situation is different in the case of a scalar wave,
such as a neutron wave. In this case the amplitude of the
scattered wave beyond the range of the nuclear forces de-
creases as l/r and the field is proportional to belkr/r, i.e., the
resulting field is obtained entirely from the coherent super-
position of the waves.61

Can we assert, however, that for neutron waves C must
be equal to unity?7' Apparently, the answer is yes, on the
basis of both theory and experiment. From this standpoint
the papers of Refs. 11 and 12, where the same method is used
to determine the index of refraction by coherent superposi-
tion of multiply scattered waves, are interesting. In the case
of electromagnetic waves the Lorentz-Lorenz formula was
obtained, while in the case of neutrons the formula (2.5) was
obtained. We have already mentioned the agreement with
experiment. It should be noted, however, that the values of
the angle of total internal reflection and the threshold veloc-
ity v0 are related with the real part of the scattering length b '
and therefore the real part of C is indeed close to unity. As
regards the imaginary part, we can only assert that it is small
compared with unity. In addition, the quantity C not only
can have, but is known to have, a small imaginary part, and it
must be taken into account.

Admitting this and extending the formula (2.4) in ac-
cordance with Lax's result, we obtain

jfc2 = k2 - 4;rAr(C' - iC")(*o - i*o'). (3.5)

where b „ and b £ are the scattering lengths for an isolated
nucleus. Returning to the starting formula (2.4) or (1.15),
we find that the effective scattering lengths in the medium
are equal to

b = C'b^, b = C"b^ + C'b£, (3.6)

and since b £ and C " are small, we neglect their product.
Since, as we have seen, the quantity b" /b' is of the order of
10 3, it is sufficient for C" to be small compared with C' for
b " to change appreciably compared with b £.

We shall show that this is, to some extent, true. In con-
trast to b " (see the formula (1.7)) the optical theorem is
obviously applicable to b „ • Thus

to—l^l- •&<"-+'•*+"<'>• (3.7)

where crec is the cross section for elastic coherent scattering,
<7en is the cross section for elastic noncoherent scattering,
and ac is the cross section for neutron capture.

As for b ", it must obviously have a different form:

4lr (3.8)

For very cold and ultracold neutrons it should contain an,
the cross section for heating of the neutrons by means of
inelastic interaction with the medium. The quantity b $ does
not take this process into account. On the other hand, in a
perfectly uniform medium the quantity b" for very cold
(and, obviously, ultracold) neutrons should not contain the
cross section for elastic coherent scattering aet.. Indeed, if
this process were the only form of interaction, then for neu-
trons which are faster than ultracold neutrons the wave with
wave vector k would simply transform, as a result of the
coherent superposition of the scattered waves, into a wave
propagating with wave vector kl in the medium. From the
law of conservation of particles it follows that the wave
should not decay in this case. Therefore, when only coherent
scattering takes place, b ", in contrast to b £, should be zero.
This feature was pointed out in Ref. 11 (see also Ref. 18).

Elastic noncoherent scattering in the medium could
also be less important14 (this is why the coefficient /3 ap-
pears in front of crcn in Eq. (3.8)). The quantity a for very
cold neutrons, to a significant extent confirming what we
have said, was measured and discussed in Refs. 17.

In the case of ultracold neutrons, b " can be determined
directly by determining their storage time in a closed vessel.
The probability that an ultracold neutron with a prescribed
velocity will vanish in the process of reflection from the walls
of the vessel should theoretically be directly proportional to
the ratio b " /b'. The anomaly observed in this case, manifest-
ed as a difference between the experimentally measured val-
ue of b " and the theoretical value, which it exceeds, will be
discussed in the concluding section of this lecture.

4. INDEX OF REFRACTION OF NEUTRON WAVES

Since the squared index of refraction n2 = e is complex,
where s is analogous to the permittivity in optics
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n2 = s=£'+ie", (4.1)

the question of the real n' and imaginary n" parts of the index
of refraction

n2 = (n' + in")2 = (n'2 - n"2) + 2in'n" (4.2)

merits a separate analysis. Comparing with Eq. (4.1) and
using Eq. (1.15) we obtain hence

e' = (n'2 - n"2) = 1 - - ,̂

(4.3)

For v < v0 the quantity e' is negative, i.e., the imaginary part
of n is greater than the real part n" >n'. This feature is char-
acteristic for the optics of metals. As regards the imaginary
part off, in the optics of metals e" = 4ircr/a), where a is the
conductivity. Since 2fi/mv2 = \/co, where a> is the frequency
of the neutron waves, we obtain from Eq. (4.3) that in the
case of neutron waves Na(v)v/%ir plays the role of the con-
ductivity. For n'2 and n"2 we obtain from Eq. (4.3)

/»"" = •=-• ,1/2

(4.4)

where the square root must be taken with a plus sign. These
formulas are also familiar in the optics of metals.8' The anal-
ogy, associated with the properties noted above, between the
optics of metals and the reflection and absorption of ultra-
cold neutrons was already mentioned in Ref. 4.

For our purposes, wave propagation characterized in
the medium by the component kz (directed normal to the
surface of the medium) of the vector k is important. As we
have seen above (see Sec. 1), we can use the index of refrac-
tion «z, so that Arlz = kzn2, where nz is given by Eq. (1.16).
We find the real and imaginary parts of nz from Eq. (4.4),
using the relations (4.3) and replacing in them v by vz. This
is precisely what we shall do in this and the following sec-
tions of this lecture. We shall assume conventionally that
very cold neutrons are neutrons for which vz > y0, and all
other neutrons, for which vz <v0, are ultracold.9'

Then we obtain from Eqs. (4.4)

1/2

(4.5)

(the positive branch of the square root is taken). As we have
already mentioned, v2 for most substances is at least three
orders of magnitude smaller than VQ , and thus, with the ex-
ception of a very narrow range of values of vz, (vl — v^) > v*.
Under this assumption it is easy to derive approximate val-
ues of n'2 and n"2.

4.1. Very cold neutrons

yz >f0; the region (v\ — Uo)2>y?. From Eq. (4.5) we
have

«*
n2 (No(v)v)2

(4.6)

(4.7)

Here u, is the component of the neutron velocity which in
the medium is directed along the normal to the interface
(y* = v2, — VQ ). Therefore k \2 = kzn'z = mv} /ft is obtained
from k2 by substituting y, for vz.

The quantity n\ in Eq. (4.7) has a similar obvious
meaning. If, as we have assumed, a satisfies the \/v law, then
a(v)v = a(v\ )y, and therefore a ( v ^ ) = a(v)v/vt.

Thus n" in Eq. (4.7) is equal to

1 (4.8)

Since the ^ function decays as exp( — kzn"z}, the neu-
tron density (and the flux) should decay as the square of this
quantity:

, . -2kiCz -tfo(v,)z . . n.
Pi(z)=/V zz =Pie • (4-9)

We recall that the quantity cr(v) was introduced, essen-
tially, from dimensional considerations (see the formula
(1.7)). From Eq. (4.9) it is obvious that it indeed deter-
mines the macroscopic cross section for the attenuation of a
beam of very cold neutrons. The fact that this cross section
should correspond to the velocity y, is almost obvious and is
confirmed well by experiment.17 It is obvious that in this
theory it is precisely the experimental values of cr( i>, ) that
should be used for n".

4.2. Ultracold neutrons

vz < y0. We start from the assumption that the same
value of cr(v~)v that was used for very cold neutrons can also
be used for ultracold neutrons. Then we obtain from Eq.
(4.5), under the condition that (v2

z — v\ )2>y?,

n2 (No(v)v)2

(4.10)

(4.11)

Thus n'2 and n"2 are interchanged as compared with the case
vz > v0 (with i>l VQ replaced by v2

0 — v2.). Here only the real
part of the index of refraction depends on a, and if a = 0,
then n' = 0 and the index of refraction becomes purely
imaginary. Obviously, a wave cannot propagate in the medi-
um and is not absorbed in it. The neutron density, in this
case, decreases exponentially with increasing distance from
the interface, and this decay does not depend on Na(v):

1/2
z\. (4.12)•]•

In the classical limit ft = 0 the density drops to zero already
at the interface z = 0.
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For a^O the real part of n is not equal to zero and is
proportional to the macroscopic cross section. Indeed, since
the neutron density at the boundary of the medium is in a
steady state, absorption should lead to the existence of a flux
from the surface of the medium into the volume of the medi-
um, and this flux should be all the larger the larger is the
cross section Na. In addition, the decay of the neutron den-
sity, determined by the formula (4.12), for not very large
values ofNa remains the same as in the case when there is no
absorption.

We can interpret a nonzero value of n'z, by analogy to
the case i>z > v0, as the presence of a real neutron velocity v\
in the medium:

a
*l .

(4.13)

Therefore we can think of the situation as follows: If
absorption is present, then the neutron velocity in the medi-
um does not approach zero as vz-+v0, but rather there exists
a finite value, even if vz < u0, namely

Na(v)v
(4.14)

(we recall that the formula is true when (v^ — v2,)2 > y4 and
therefore v[ <y, ) . Obviously, we obtain the maximum value
of y j by setting yz = va. Then we immediately obtain from
Eq. (4.5) v[ = y,/V2. This quantity is small compared with
V0.

For ultracold neutrons the formula (4.9) is also obvi-
ously correct, if in it v' is replaced with v\. Indeed, substitut-
ing v{ from Eq. (4.14) into the exponent in Eq. (4.9) we
obtain Eq. (4.12):

(4.15)

Thus the velocity v\ of ultracold neutrons in a medium
can be given physical meaning by examining the propagation
and absorption of ultracold neutrons in the medium. This
velocity v'\, as one can see from Eq. (4.14), does not vanish,
even for vz = 0, i.e., it can even exceed vz in vacuum. Since
the velocity v[ obviously has a real meaning, we must ac-
knowledge that a neutron appearing with velocity v[ in the
medium is capable of leaving the medium, though outside
the medium its velocity will be less than v0.

This assertion, by the way, is almost obvious: If neu-
trons with velocity less than v0 flow into a medium which
absorbs them, then a flux of opposite sign is therefore also
possible. It is obvious from the formula (4.12) that the decay
constant of the density does not contain the capture cross
section, i.e., within certain limits it does not depend on the
quantity Na(v). Thus a neutron in the medium must be as-
cribed a velocity v\ that is small enough so that the cross
section a(v') corresponds to the index of refraction (4.15)
that is the same as the attenuation coefficient of the density
of ultracold neutrons (4.12). Does this mean that the ab-
sorption of ultracold neutrons in reality does not depend on
a(v) and is determined only by the quantity (vl — v2

z)
1/2 in

Eq. (4.12)? It is easy to verify that the answer is no. In order
to determine the absorption it is necessary to know the rela-
tive magnitude of the neutron flux in the medium. The neu-

tron flux, which is carried by a wave arriving from the vacu-
um at the boundary, is obviously equal to (neglecting the
reflected wave)

"zlVnl2- (4.16)

where if>0 is the amplitude of the incident wave. It is easy to
show that the flux of ultracold neutrons in the medium is
equal to19

1/2

(4.17)

where v\ is the velocity of the neutrons in the medium (4.14)
and/ is the Fresnel coefficient for the wave passing into the
medium.10' For ultracold neutrons [f\2 = 4v2

z/Vo (seethe
next section).

For an infinitely thick medium the entire flux passing
into the medium is absorbed in it. Thus the fraction of neu-
trons that are absorbed in one reflection is equal to

(4.18)

The absorption of ultracold neutrons, even though it de-
pends on vz, is all the smaller, the smaller is the value of
a(v)v, since n'z (seeEq. (4.10)) is proportional to this quan-
tity.

As far as the decay of the density in Eq. (4.12) is con-
cerned, it determines not the magnitude of the absorption,
but rather only the depth distribution of the absorption,
which in reality is proportional to the neutron density at a
given location.

Indeed, the decay of the flux in the presence of absorp-
tion is equal to

(4.19)

It is proportional to the neutron density and inversely pro-
portional to the average lifetime T of a neutron in the medi-
um, with T ~~' = Ncr(v)v. If cr(v) satisfies the l/v law, then
T does not depend on v. Since we assumed that for ultracold
neutrons cr(v)v is the same as for very cold neutrons, Eq.
(4.19) should also be satisfied for them (we recall that a(v)
includes not only the capture cross section, but also the cross
section for heating of neutrons owing to inelastic scatter-
ing). Differentiating Eq. (4.17) with respect to z and using
Eq. (4.14), it is not difficult to verify that Eq. (4.19) is in-
deed satisfied.19

5. REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF NEUTRON WAVES

When neutron waves are reflected and refracted by a
plane vacuum-medium interface the boundary conditions
are the same as for light whose electric vector E lies in a plane
perpendicular to the plane of incidence.l ]' For this reason,
we can write for the reflected and refracted wave (with angle
of incidence 6) the Fresnel coefficients r and / simply by
analogy to light:4

(5.1)

(5.2)

V-sin20)1/2>

2cos0
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Substituting n2 from Eq. (1.15) we immediately find that the
angle 6 is eliminated, but vz plays the role of v. As expected,
the Fresnel coefficients are the same as for waves at normal
incidence on a medium whose index of refraction
«z = n? + in":

r =

f =

(i + «;) + fa»
2

(1 + n') + fa"

(5.3)

(5.4)

The fraction of neutrons absorbed in the medium is obvious-
ly equal to

(5.5)

As expected, the formula (5.5) is identical with the formula
(4.18). Using Eq. (4.5), we obtain

«-««>

î  + if]1")]-1. (5.6)

where the positive branch of each square root is taken. As we
have already mentioned, in determining «' and n" the in-
equality (v2 — y2, )2 > v* holds over a wide range of values of
vz. This is also true for ultracold neutrons, since y2, > v2. For
this reason, F. L. Shapiro, who derived the formula (5.6)
from somewhat different considerations, presents in his re-
port3 only the approximate formula3'4 for ultracold neu-
trons which follows from it:12)

U"

(5.7)

Here we employed Eq. (1.15) for writing down the different
forms of Eq. (5.7). As one can see, the fraction of neutrons
absorbed on reflection vanishes if vz = 0. This does not con-
tradict the fact that n' = v\/v, increases with decreasing v2,
since |/|2 = 4v2

z/vl decreases as v2
0. As vz approaches v0 the

quantity a increases, remaining much less than unity, since
the formula holds only if (i*2, — v\)2 > y4.

At the threshold itself (y2, - v2)2 < y4 we have4

a = • (5.8)

and since vt < v0, the reflection coefficient R = 1 — a is close
to unity, though it is less than for ultracold neutrons. How-
ever it decreases rapidly in the region above threshold, i.e.,
for v2 > v0. When (v2 — y2,)2 > y4, we obviously obtain for the
Fresnel coefficient r the real quantity

r = • (5.9)

and the coefficient of reflection R = r2. For vz >y0 the quan-
tity r2 decreases rapidly.

For very cold neutrons, in addition to measuring the
reflection coefficients, it is possible to measure directly neu-

tron transmission through a thin foil. When calculating the
transmission the fact that in the foil the neutron wave can be
repeatedly reflected from the walls of the foil must be taken
into account. This was investigated experimentally and the-
oretically by Steyerl.17'20 An analogous analysis was per-
formed in Ref. 19.

6. ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION OF ULTRACOLD NEUTRONS

It is well known that the confinement time of ultracold
neutrons is found to be systematically smaller than the com-
puted value. At the present time it cannot be excluded that
this is caused by defects of the reflecting surface or conta-
mination of the surface layer.13'

The universality of this effect and its quite significant
strength more likely indicate, however, that ultracold neu-
trons can be absorbed or heated by yet another mechanism.
The associated decrease of the reflection coefficient a0 is
equal to 3-10"4, and therefore, as one can see from Eq.
(5.7), it corresponds to an additional quantity Aft ", equal to
-3-10-V.141

Having accepted the possibility of this additional ab-
sorption, we apparently must assume the following:

1. This absorption is not related directly with the cap-
ture and inelastic scattering cross section, since it is especial-
ly pronounced in substances with low absorption.

2. It must be specific to ultracold neutrons, since if it
were to decrease as l/v in the region of thermal neutrons it
would correspond to an easily noticeable cross section of the
order of 10 ~2 3 cm2. Such an additional absorption cross sec-
tion should be observable in the region of very slow neutrons
and it is not likely that it could remain undetected in
Steyerl's experiments.17

Two obvious assumptions characteristic only for ultra-
cold neutrons and for this reason satisfying these conditions
can be made:

a) Quasielastic scattering occurs, in which the velocity
of a neutron changes on reflection by an amount v0 with a
probability of a few ten thousandths or by an even smaller
amount but with a correspondingly large probability. In rea-
lity, the requirement that the velocity can change is even less
stringent. Indeed, strictly speaking, a neutron is no longer
ultracold if its velocity in the medium becomes significantly
higher than the maximum value v\ in the medium, equal to
v{/V2 < y0 (see Sec. 4). It is obvious that in the region of cold
and very cold neutrons such a small change in the velocity
will lead only to an insignificant broadening of the monoen-
ergetic-neutron line, and such broadening is difficult to ob-
serve.

b) The second assumption can be justified by the fact
that in the case of ultracold neutrons, in contrast to very cold
neutrons, the neutron density in the medium is not uniform
but rather decays rapidly with increasing depth. Near the
surface of the medium neutrons are scattered in a nonuni-
form neutron field. As a result it is possible that sufficiently
good averaging of the scattering over the coordinates of the
vibrating nuclei does not occur, and an additional effect can
arise in the scattering. The reasons a) and b) could be related
with one another, since in both cases the motion of the nuclei
accompanying the scattering of the neutrons must be taken
into account. Therefore we can assume that in the region
vz < v0 there appear some additional corrections Af" to the
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imaginary part of e; this corresponds to an increase of the
imaginary part of the scattering length b" by A6 ". This
means that the imaginary part of the effective field C" (3.6)
changes in the case of ultracold neutrons. This effect can be
formally taken into account by introducing some additional
anomalous cross section aa. As we have seen above, the
quantity a appears in E" and b " in the form of the product
a(v)v (see Eqs. (1.15) and (4.3)). In contradistinction to
this, in the case at hand it can be conjectured that, based on
dimensional considerations, the correction will have the
form aa (v\ — v\)1/2. Since no hypotheses are made regard-
ing the velocity dependence of aa, here there are no other
physical assumptions, aside from the assumption that aa is
significant only in the region vz < y0.15) Then we have (see
Eqs. (4.3) and (3.8))

1/2

(6.1)

(6.2)

Of course, the simplest assumption is that aa depends weak-
ly on the velocity.

We recall that the decay of the UCN density (4.12)
does not depend on the cross section a and is proportional to

1/2
(6.3)

In addition, e" = 2n'n" (see Eq. (4.3)) and therefore aa

changes n'z by the amount An'

n'z + o. (6.4)

Independently of the assumptions concerning the nature of
<ra the neutron velocity v\ in the medium (see Eq. (4.14))
changes by the small amount

(6.5)2m '

The probability of absorption on reflection is equal to

(6.6)

More detailed experimental data and their theoretical analy-
sis should make it possible to justify the hypothesis that there
exists an anomalous cross section aa and to determine the
nature of this cross section.

'(Lectures at the II International School on Neutron Physics, Alushta,
Crimea, October 2-19, 1974, Joint Institute of Nuclear Research,
Dubna, D3-7991, 1974, pp. 19-41)
1' See Ref. 21. Since 1974 this classification, which was proposed by I. M.

Frank and A. Steyerl, has become standard (A. I. Frank).
21 Fermi uses the scattering cross section for b: b = ^(cr/^-rr). In addition,

he studied only thermal neutrons, for which n — 1 is close to zero (of
the order of 10 ~ *) so that n + 1 can be taken to be equal to 2.

3) In this connection, see Refs. 22 and 23 (A. F.)

1 Indeed, if Eq. (3.1) is solved for Na, then we obtain the standard for-
mula

4 irNa =

"See, for example "Optics" by Max Born (1937 Russian edition),'6

where, in particular, a derivation of the Lorentz-Lorenz formula from
the interference of coherently scattered waves is presented. This book is
still of interest even now, in spite of the appearance of its several subse-
quent editions.

6) I am grateful to M. I. Podgoretskii for a discussion of this question.
7) The important question of electromagnetic interactions of the neutron

is not discussed here.
8)See, for example, M. Born and E. Wolf, Ref. 16, p. 673 of Russian

edition.
" With this classification, neutrons, whose velocity is v > u0 and the angle

of incidence is so large that v, < y0, can be considered to be ultracold.
10) The continuity of the flux at the boundary of the medium is guaranteed

by the fact that aside from the flux of the incident wave there is also the
flux carried off by the reflected wave vz \ r

 21 ̂ 012, where r is the Fresnel
coefficient for the reflected wave.

1'' Indeed, the continuity of the ifi function requires that 1 + r =/and k
sin 0 = kf sin $,, and from the continuity of the derivative it follows
that k cos 6(\ — r) = &,/ cos <?,, whence Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) are
obtained immediately.
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131 Although many years have passed since this lecture was written, the

assertion made above has largely remained valid. The discrepancy re-
mains even now, though measures taken to reduce the role of surface
contaminants have significantly increased the confinement time of ul-
tracold neutrons (A.F.).

14) The value Aft " = 6-10 ~ 6b' was given recently in Ref. 24 (A.F.).
15) There is no need to assume that aa (VQ — u2.)1/2 is inapplicable in the

region uz > VQ . For u2 > va this quantity is imaginary and for this reason
it contributes not to b ", but rather to b', and the contribution is very
small at that.
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